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The rand extended gains yesterday intraday, pushing to a low of R13.6780/$ as it overtook the pound and Canadian 

Dollar to be the best performing major currency YTD. However, it was unable to hold onto these gains and pulled 

back to end the day slightly in the red at a rate of R13.7736/$.

 

No local data on the horizon anytime soon and for the day we have an array of sentiment data due for release on the 

data and we expect the ZAR to continue riding the global sentiment wave.
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The US dollar index opened slightly higher on the day, tracking firm in its early activities, although late trades saw the 

greenback struggling to retain its gains. The move lower, was on the back of positive US economic data, which 

pointed out to an improving outlook towards the economy’s path to recovery. 

Following a side-way session on Thursday, the euro consolidated to end the session relatively flat. The euro edged 

slightly higher, as the greenback retreated midday, despite strong US data. The EU’s growth prospects, along with 

inflation continue to be a concern for the ECB. The euro slightly rose to a high of $1.2211  

The pound sterling was one of the biggest winners against the dollar on the day, with an upward move that saw the 

cable recoup almost four sessions worth of losses in one day, as the pound was aided by Vlieghe’s comment on the 

direction of policy rates. 
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